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Across

2. A policy that proposes that Quebec 

should be an independent country.

3. Forced people into the armed forces.

5. A vote in which people aprove or reject 

government law.

6. A set of rules that determines how a 

country will be governed.

7. It's where the majority of people were 

Francophones.

9. Peoples whos first and main language is 

French.

14. peoples whos first language is English.

21. This recognized a group of Metis who 

forced the surveying team to pack up their 

stuff and leave.

24. Father of Manitoba, and he tried to 

negotiage with the Canadian government on 

Metis rights.

26. Leading spokesperson for the 

Francophones.

27. Was a Francophone champion of 

Confederation.

28. The Prime Minister who brought home 

constitution and passed the )fficial 

Languages Act of 1969.

29. Were colonists who remaind loyal 

during the American Revolution.

30. Gave the federal government control 

over Aboriginal Peoples.

Down

1. Union Present Day

4. He was the first government of Quebec.

8. The ability to speak two languages 

fluently.

10. It's what Quebec called its legislature.

11. Declared English and French as the 

official languages of Canada.

12. Extreme hatred or patriotism.

13. This guy passed the the Indian Act, 

which took the rights for how First Nations 

lived.

15. This guy failed to seperate Quebec from 

Canada as a Prime Minister.

16. It's where the majority of people were 

Anglophones.

17. A position that advocates seperation or 

secession from Canada.

18. Was rejected and had been all but dead 

since the 1980 referendum.

19. This guy hoped that combining upper 

and lower Canada would make the French 

language and culture disappear.

20. Terrorist group active from 1960-1970.

22. This was passed by Britain, this also 

marked the beginning of Confederation.

23. The Levesque government passed this 

policy.

25. This guy was sent to Canada from 

Britain to solve the conflict in Canada.


